Supplement
Cryptography in the Armed
Public Security Forces, 1959 - 1989
The Armed Public Security Forces - a sort of State police, border and coastal guard, and
internal security force, distinguished from the PA VN by green, as opposed to red, collar tabs
or shoulder boards - were formed in March 1959 in accordance with Politburo Decision 58
of November 1958 (HQ, Border Guard Troops, History of the Border Guard Troops, Vol 1,
1959-1979. Hanoi: People's Public Security Publishing House, 1990, 15). Shifting from its
parent ministry (which had had its name changed to Internal Affairs) to the ministry of
National Defense, and finally back to the Ministry of the Internal Affairs in subordination,
they were initially (1959) issued a reserve PAVN cryptosystem to commence operations. In a
1989 publication (Socialist Republic of Viet-i'i"am, Armed Public Security Forces Staff,
History of the Border Guard Cryptography, 1959-1989 (Draft). [Hanoi:1Border Guard
Headquarters, 1989) appears an account that naturally complements the preceding history
of PA VN cryptography and moves the account into the cryptomachine era. The following
excerpts span the thirty-year period of APSFlborder guard cryptography history to 1989.

**********

"One of the most important tasks of the Forces' Cryptography at this time [Le., at the
outset, in 1959] was the urgent research and compilation of a code for the Armed Public
Security [APS] in order to replace the DzB2 [Vietnamese DB2] code. The DzB2 code was
an army cryptographic reserve [zu bi] type of code, supplied to APS Cryptography by the
Cryptographic Bureau (General Stafl) for temporary use in making contact during the
time in which the Forces were newly established. The content of this type of code was not
appropriate to the nature, mission, and sphere of activity of the APS; moreover, it was used
all over the entire North-capacity was limited; timeliness could not be ensured.
"From mid-1959, the Cryptographic Section sent up to the Central Cryptographic
Section a plan to compile a new code dictionary; at the same time, they instructed
cryptography of the units to participate in a study of the frequency of words in messages.
This approach was aimed at compiling code content consistent with the nature and activity
of each unit, thereby producing high results in usage ... " [p.23]
"With high resolve and firm perseverance in the research, by February 1960 APS
Cryptography had produced the first type of code for the Forces, designated 'Code T90'.
"The T90 code was constructed for superencipherment with cryptographic key having
a reliable level of ensuring secrecy, belonging to the KTB4 type of technique. The use of
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code T90 was very handy, easy to manipulate, productive in encryption, and twice as fast
in decryption, compared with the DzB2 system.
"After the Central Cryptographic Section finished printing the T90 code by April 1960,
APS Cryptography officially brought it into use throughout the liaison network of the
Forces, and terminated the use ofthe DzB2 code." [23-24]
[In 1962, following Central Cryptographic Section directives to continue to improve
cryptographic security, APS Cryptography coordinated with the Central Cryptographic
Section to produce], "along the lines of code T90, codes type VQ1, VQ2, VQ3, VQ4, and
VQ5 ... and arranged to use them on the Vietnamese-Chinese and Vietnamese-Laotian
border nets." [ 39]
"Effective from January 1966, the [APS] Cryptographic Section was elevated to
become the Cryptographic Bureau (Decision 113/QD-CA, 18 January 1966)" [64n]
"[In 1968,] per instructions from the Ministry of Public Security, HQ, APS directed the
N ghe An APS Command Section to cross over and coordinate with and assist our Laotian
friends in that area of responsibility (the designator of the area of responsibility was K5) ..
. A cryptographic team comprising Master Sergeant Pham Xuan Hop and Dang Van
Thong was ordered to move out with the command organization cadre group from the
province, going over to the K5 area of responsibility. The cryptographic team took the
designator DX5." [71] "A cryptographic team from the Ha Tinh APS (with the designator
DX6) was active along with a provincial reconnaissance subunit in the Na Muong sector"
[ 72]

CHANGING OVER TO THE USE OF THE NEW TECHNIQUE THROUGHOUT THE FORCES,
RAISING THE LEVEL OF SECURITY OF COMMUNICATION CONTENT THROUGH
CRYPTOGRAPHICTECHNlQUE

"Schemes to destroy the Vietnamese revolution were carried out: The intelligence
organizations, especially technical intelligence, concerned with the discovery of the
contents of communications through cryptographic techniques, held the most important
position. They said that 'information of the greatest importance, and latest and most
reliable, is information obtained through the process of cryptanalysis.' Thus America's
technical intelligence organizations had built a gigantic system for collecting information
and cryptanalysis. This system was comprised of centers and bases positioned in many
spots, all over the South, Laos, and Thailand, and on ships along the coast. They carried
out deadly radio reconnaissance activities, using types of search-and-measurement
equipments, pinpointing the locations of our transmitting and receiving stations, using
transmitters, metal, etc., to jam, or for airplanes to shell and bomb. They collected our
encrypted messages; they used the most modern and sophisticated equipment in order to
search out the secret contents. Together with a large amount of modern equipment,
hundreds of scientists and American professional technical specialists, the puppets [i.e.,
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the forces of the Republic of Viet Nam in the South] were mobilized and used for the above
objectives.
"In parallel with this activity, they sought to infiltrate into the cryptographic
organizations to pilfer secrets, to buyout and win over or pressure cryptographic personnel
to serve their ends.
"The more cunning the enemy's designs, the more we had to be vigilant, to raise the
level of secrecy protection of our technique. The approach, 'mobilize to get a step ahead of
the enemy,' in this arena immediately became the dominant direction of the Vietnamese
cryptographic branch.
"Starting right out in 1964, the Central Cryptographic Section decided to carry out
research on new technique.

"In 1966, the Central Party Secretariat issued Instruction No. 129/CT-TU (6 June)
concerning the matter of 'Increasing the Preservation of Secrecy in the Radio
Communication-Liaison Task of the Party and the Nation,' and the Prime Minister issued
Instruction No. 96-TTg (6 June) defining 'Preservation of Secrecy in the Use of Telegrams.'
[See above, p. 123 J
"In 1967, after a time of consolidation, the ranks of scientific cadre researched and
prepared. The Central Cryptographic Section decided that we must 'change over by
positive steps to the use of technique KTB5 to replace KTB4 throughout the nation, in
order to heighten the degree of secrecy protection of cryptographic technique. At the same
time, expand the area of experimentation in KTC technique in a number of major liaison
nets and make basic preparation to go into the total use ofKTC.'
"At the end of 1967, thoroughly grasping the decision of the Central Cryptographic
Section, the APS Cryptographic Bureau constructed a plan to implement the switchover to
the new technique. The Party committee and commander of the Staff Directorate issued
concrete guidance for each step of the implementation,with the requirements: positively,
urgently, firmly by each step, changing to good technique means ensuring guidance and
command requirements of the various echelons in every situation.
"At the beginning of 1968, the Staff Directorate opened a training class in technique
KTB5 for cadre in charge of cryptography in the sectors, cities, provinces, and directly
subordinate units, in order to thoroughly grasp the line of spreading the technique of the
Vietnamese cryptographic branch and the requirements involved in the process of
preparation and implementation of the changeover to the new technique.
"After training at HQ and returning, the units promptly organized short training
classes for cryptographic cadre and personnel.
"In wartime conditions, with rank and file scattered over border posts, implementation
of the plan encountered many difficulties. All of the provinces had to organize two to three
training classes, with rotational replacements for those going to the provincial
headquarters to study: they had to ensure both people for the continuing task and the
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plan's provision that 100 percent of the troop strength of the units would have completed
study of the new technique. By October 1968, cryptography throughout the entire Forces
had accomplished the training classes.
"At the same time it was guiding the units in implementing organization to develop
the plan, the Cryptographic Bureau was researching and completing the compilation of
the KTB type of cryptographic code books [lit., "dictionary codes," or "code dictionaries"], so
as to have them so the nets could quickly put them into use.
"In December 1968, APS Cryptography in Thanh Hoa, Nghe An, Ha Tinh, Quang
Binh, and Vinh Linh developed the use of the KTB5 technique comprehensively
throughout their system of cryptographic technique. At the beginning of 1969, the
development had expanded to the provinces of Quang Ninh, Hai Phong, Son La,and Lao
Cai, and the internal net of the Viet Bac Sector.
"In October 1969, Lai Chau was the last unit of the Forces to change from the use of
Technique KTB4. This was also the point in time that marked the conclusion of changing
over to technique KTB5 in the entire cryptographic technique system of the APS.
"In order to promptly achieve productivity and quality in the use of KTB5 to attain the
level of proficiency throughout the entire system of organization, Forces' Cryptography set
up a 'burst of emulation study, study closely aligned with the real-world assignment'.
Mter only a bit more than two months of being roused, many code clerks achieved high
quality and productivity. Units with good study movements were Lai Chau, Nghe An, Ha
Tinh, Vinh Linh, and the Encrypting-Decrypting Section of the Cryptographic Bureau.
"The changeover to the use of technique KTB5 marked a new stage in Vietnamese
cryptographic technique. But not stopping there, the Central Cryptographic Section--after
implementing research on technique KTC--decided to expand the experimental use of this
type on a number of important liaison nets.
"In September 1969, the military regions and services in the North, Military Region
Tri-Thien, Military Region 5, and HQ of the South began to test the use of KTC in contact
with the Cryptographic Directorate of the General Staff. The APSF cryptographic system
[he thong] was one of those under Central Cryptographic Section guidance in the
experimental implementation of the use at a number of points. Preparing for this plan, at
the end of 1967, APS Crypto assigned four comrades, Nguyen Van Mui, N go Quoc Bo,
Nguyen Van Ba, and Nguyen Quoc An, to go study the use of technique KTC at the
Central Cryptographic School.
"The Central Cryptographic Section handed over to APS Crypto KTC-type codebooks
to research and compile, then to send up to the Section for printing--the Section would
supply the types of crypto key.
"In accordance with guidance from the Central Cryptographic Section, Forces'
Cryptography was to tryout contact with KTC3 first, concentrated in three nets--Sector 4,
Sector Viet Bac, and the coastal net. Based on the real-world situation, the Section sent
along guidance: vis-a-vis the APS cryptographic system, immediately thereafter, change
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'frequency counting'. As a result of close guidance, cryptography in the units made
concrete plans, set norms, and made allocations for each of their cadre and personnel to go
deeply into research, to collect, and to sort out findings.
"After a year of diligent implementation, up to the end of 1970, the units belonging to
the former Sector 4, Haiphong, Quang Ninh, Lai Chau, Son La, and Viet Bac Sector HQ in
turn sent the Cryptographic Bureau thousands of 'plain elements' of high frequency from
the secret message vocabulary of each unit.
"On the basis of contributions from unit cadre and personnel, the Bureau research
team proceeded to analyze, select, and compile seven types of KTC5 codebooks--seventy
sets of the least, 120 sets of the greatest. This quantity was sufficient to replace the
entirety of the KTB5 code and set aside a reserve, against the prospect of having to replace
a code while in use.
"In December 1971, after receiving more than five tons of professional means and the
KTC5 cryptomaterials from the Central Cryptographic Section, the Cryptographic Bureau
completed allocation to the liaison nets between HQ and the sectors, cities, and provinces.
"In order to ensure tight control from the very outset, the Cryptographic Bureau
directed test contact over the net between H Q and the sectors, cities, and provinces. The
Message Encryption-Decryption Section (Cryptographic Bureau) picked places for
experimental guidance, and publicized to all units throughout the Forces the experience
they derived." [75-81]
By 20 July 1972 the net from HQ with the sectors, cities, and provinces used entirely
KTC5. [82]
By August 1972, all border posts, coastal defense, islands. [Ibid.]
On 30 October 1972, all were using KTC5 - KTB5 was out. [Ibid.]
"In parallel with the building of organization and service to the steerage and command
of the forces, following the aim of developing the cryptographic technique of the security
branch's cryptography and the aim of building the cryptographic technique of the APS, at
this time it was clearly stated: 'Research into the improvement of technique goes hand in
hand with change to new equipment, by steps introducing cipher machine technique into
the service of the Forces' steerage and command, aiming at increasing the speed of
cryptographic transmission' ,2
"The realization of this objective had fundamental benefits. At the end of
1977!beginning of 1978, the Cryptographic Directorate of the Ministry of Internal Affairs
[the Ministry of Public Security having become the Ministry of Internal Affairs in 1976]
issued for APS, twenty-three sets of MIll cipher machines and two sets of 1Bautomatic
teleprinter cipher machines [bo may rna truyen chu tu dong].
"This was the beginning of the development of modern technical equipment in the
cryptographic technique system of the APS, creating step by step the capacity to use
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1

CPs of the provin ces and
mecha nical means of encryp ting and decryp ting at the primar y
cities throug hout the entire Force.
t practic al results ,
"The introdu ction of cipher machin es into use in the units brough
ng the menta l labor
cutting short the time requir ed for transm itting inform ation, reduci
ue.
for the cadre and person nel directl y involv ed in the use of the techniq
pment of the ranks
"The develo pment of techni que was closely connec ted to the develo
ional steerag e, to develo p
of cadre to admin ister with a corresp onding degree of profess
this was a long-t erm,
symm etry and synchr onicity betwee n man and techni que . Theref ore, immed iately
fundam ental measu re, with respec t to the Forces ' crypto graphy
crypto graphi c task in the
in 1977, the Forces assign ed five cadre to go and perfor m the
the same time, enrolli ng
units and to be develo ped in the schools of higher educat ion; at
at the Borde r Guard
twenty -eight other comrad es for develo pment in a short course
the genera l curricu lum of
Office rs' School (Son Tay). Once their studies were finishe d in
(at Xuan Mai, Ha Son
the Officers' School, they were transfe rred to the 12th Battal ion
e task, guidan ce in the
Binh), where they furthe r studied the conten t of the admin istrativ
cial and city level, and
use of crypto graphi c techni que by the APS crypto graphi c at provin
c techniq ue." [ 103basic knowle dge with respec t to the science of moder n crypto graphi
104]
and one with China,
[Traci ng the years, 1975-1 979, with two wars, one in Cambo dia
zation s and 295 cadre
both of which involv ed the APSF: ] "With 122 crypto graphi c organi
s and more than 500
and person nel (1974), by 1979 that had grown to 278 organi zation
[had gone from] using
cadre and person nel. The system of crypto graphi c techni que
graphi c organi zation s at
entirel y manua l metho ds until, by 1979, one third of the crypto
es." [145]
provin cial and munic ipal level were equipp ed with cipher machin
of Intern al Affair s
[10 Octobe r 1979, APSF was transf erred from the Minist ry
Nation al Defens e and
(forme rly the Minist ry of Public Securi ty) to the Minis try of
renam ed the Border Guard Troops .] [ 148]
army-w ide, was 280
"The total numbe r of crypto graphi c [units] as border guard troops,
thirty- one provin ces and
units with crypto graphi c organi zation s, includ ing two HQ CPs;
subsec tors, battali ons,
cities; thirtee n regime nts and regime ntal equiva lents; twenty -four
border posts. ". . "The
and mobile compa nies subord inate to the provin ces; and 186
at that time was 647
numbe r of crypto graphi c cadre and person nel in the entire force
s types of crypto graphi c
people ." ... "Vis-a -vis the system of techniq ue: the variou
also transfe rred along
materi als, cipher machin e equipm ent,an d professional means were
with the organi zation al system ." [149]
tryen chu dong
"As of May 1987, the synchr onous telepri nter line [or circuit : duong
commu nicatio ns van (Rbo] betwee n crypto graphy 's cipher machin es (TN-75) with the
(Ho Chi Minh City),
140-M) was officia lly active at the two HQ CPs (in Hanoi) and
secret comm unicat ions
assisti ng in resolv ing in a fundam ental way the volum e of
transm itted betwee n these two CPs." [ 164]
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" ... On 3 August 1988,. the two ministries, National Defense and Internal Affairs,
proceeded to transfer the Border Guard Troops from the Ministry of National Defense
[backJ to the Ministry of Internal Affairs." [Ibid. J
"Along with the transferal of the organization of the forces, on 25 August 1988 the
Army Cryptographic Directorate officially transferred the system of cryptographic
organization and the system of cryptographic technique ofthe Border Guard Troops over to
the Cryptographic Directorate of the Ministry of Internal Affairs for administration and
professional guidance." [Ibid.J
[On 3 March 1989, the Border Guard Troops celebrated their thirtieth anniversary, 3
March 1959- 3March 1989.J

Notes

L Instruction No. 24fCT-CY, 13 November 1970, signed by Brigadier General Pharo Kiet, Commander and
Political Commissar of the Forces.
2. "Aims for the APS Cryptographic Task, 1977."

